1. Francine goes to the grocery store and spends $31.79. She pays the cashier with a fifty dollar bill. What will her change be?

   Answer: ______________

2. Arthur buys dinner for his friends. The bill comes to $16.23. He gives the waiter a twenty dollar bill. How much will his waiter bring back in change?

   Answer: ______________

3. D.W. is at a baseball game and he buys a bag of popcorn that costs 98 cents. He gives the cashier a five dollar bill. What will his change be?

   Answer: ______________

★ CHALLENGE:

   Brian buys two pieces of candy. Each piece of candy costs one dollar and twelve cents. If he gives the cashier a ten dollar bill, what will his change be?

   Answer: ______________
1. Francine goes to the grocery store and spends $31.79. She pays the cashier with a fifty dollar bill. What will her change be?

Answer: $18.21

2. Arthur buys dinner for his friends. The bill comes to $16.23. He gives the waiter a twenty dollar bill. How much will his waiter bring back in change?

Answer: $3.77

3. D.W. is at a baseball game and he buys a bag of popcorn that costs 98 cents. He gives the cashier a five dollar bill. What will his change be?

Answer: $4.02

★ CHALLENGE:

Brian buys two pieces of candy. Each piece of candy costs one dollar and twelve cents. If he gives the cashier a ten dollar bill, what will his change be?

Answer: $7.76